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The Splash
Goodbye 2020! Hello 2021!
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Start Up Highlights
 Open pool before water
temp raises above 58°
 Clean cover of debris &
water before opening
 Don’t put a chlorine
puck in the skimmer
before shocking

When we sat down to write
the 2020 newsletter, we thought
about all the weather challenges
we had in 2019 and how we hoped
we would be able to have a better
year for 2020. Little did we know
our very existence from day to day
would be altered in 2020 due to
virus so small it can’t be seen by
the human eye.
Our homes have taken on a little
more significance this year as we

haven’t been able to go and do
all the things we have been
accustomed to doing. From
working at home to home
schooling and the stresses of
life in general, our backyard
oasis of pools and spas gave us
a getaway and a place to gather
and still try to maintain some
normalcy and fun.
The pool and spa industry
worldwide saw a 400% increase in demand almost overnight with very little capabilities of keeping up with demand. Supply chains have
slowed to a crawl. We appreciate everyone’s patience this
year as we try to get parts,

Early Buy Chemical Sale
Bring in this coupon to save
15%* off early buy chemicals

March 15th—31st, 2021
*Less 3% for credit card purchases.
Receive full discount for cash, check or debit purchases.

pools, hot tubs, etc. We have
been told that 2021 will probably still have delays as the
manufacturing industry has yet
to catch up with demand but
rest assured we will continue to
do our best to provide you
with the level of service you
are used to receiving.
We know that Covid has
touched many lives in a variety
of ways and we hope that this
newsletter finds you well. Fortunately all of us at D&L Pools
have been able to weather the
Covid storm so far. We have
missed all of you and look forward to seeing you this year.
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Mobile Lab Service—”Our Store to Your Door”
We offer a full range of water testing and treating services. We can test only and leave instructions. We can test and treat the pool while we
are there. Going on vacation and need someone to watch the pool? We can do that too!
Our mobile lab is fully stocked with chemicals
and some maintenance equipment so we can do
our best to fulfill our customer’s needs while we
are onsite.

ent, and runs until the end of October.
As Central Illinois’ only mobile service
we take pride in offering this unique, timesaving service to our customers. We want
you to spend the time you have available
enjoying your pool. If you’re interested in
this service, contact our office for a copy

Need chemicals and don’t have time to go to
the store? We can deliver your order to your
house for you! Our mobile service starts
around the first part of April, weather depend-

What is Alkalinity?

What is alkalinity and why is it so important
to your pool? Alkalinity is the total concentration of dissolved carbonates, bicarbonates,
hydroxides and cyanurates present in the water. What this boils down to is that these
substances all fall on the alkaline spectrum of
the ph scale so all together they form the Total Alkalinity figure on the testing scale.
pH and alkalinity are not the same thing. It
seems confusing but when you are looking at
pH you are checking to see how acidic or
alkaline the water is. Alkalinity is measured in
parts per million in the water whereas pH is
measured on the acidic scale of 1 to 14. that
being said Alkalinity and pH are closely related together.
Alkalinity acts as a buffer to help keep pH
maintained. You can almost think of alkalinity as adding a layer of protection to your pH,
absorbing fluctuations and keeping your pool
chemistry stable. Ideally alkalinity should be
between 80 and 120 ppm. Typically in our
area our alkalinity runs on the higher side. We
don’t worry as much if the alkalinity is on the
higher side if you can get your pH balanced.
When you need to take action is if your alkalinity is low.
What happens when your alkalinity is low?
This is probably the most important thing to
know in pool chemistry. If your alkalinity is
low then the water is acidic. What does this
mean for you? Being acidic will cause heat
exchanger to be damaged in heaters, seals to
go out in pumps, etching of pool walls and

wrinkling of liners in addition to skin irritation to bathers. This can happen in a very
short period of time as well. Lesser quality
heaters we have seen the heat exchangers
start leaking as quickly as 30 days after install.
We have seen liners start to wrinkle in as
little as 2 weeks with low alkalinity. When
your alkalinity is low the water can be crystal
clear and look like it is perfectly balanced..
This is why we recommend regular testing of
the water.
What causes alkalinity to drop? Excessive
amounts of rain, phosphates and water
molds can all lower the alkalinity. If you are
using muriatic acid to lower your pH when
your alkalinity is already low that will also
lower your alkalinity as well. Those of you
with inground pools with mesh covers for
winter will have low alkalinity in the spring
due to all the water filtering in over the winter.
How do you increase an already low alkalinity? You would add alkalinity increaser or
sodium bicarbonate to bring those numbers
back into balance. Once you add the increaser you can check the alkalinity in 2
hours to see if you need to add more. You
will see your pH raise slightly as well when
you add the alkalinity increaser so it is better
to wait and test the water a couple of hours
after adding the alkalinity to see if your pH is
in range or if it still needs to be adjusted as
well.
If you have more questions on water
chemistry please let us know and we will be
happy to help you. We do offer free water
testing at both of our retail locations year
round.
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How to Add
Chemicals to Hot Tub
Have you been adding chemicals to
the hot tub but your numbers don’t
seem to be going anywhere?
There a few things that you need to
do when adding spa chemicals to help
them be the most effective as possible.
The first thing is always leave your
cover open when adding chemicals. If
you add chemicals and close the cover
you are trapping the gasses that are
emitted in the spa rather than allowing
them to exit the spa. What this does is
the gas turns to condensation from the
heat trapped in the spa and is reabsorbed which can make your chemical
levels go right back to where they were
prior to adding chemicals.
Second thing to remember is to turn
the jets on when you are adding chemicals. This will help distribute them
thoroughly through the spa. However
it is a good idea to turn your air injector
valves off so it doesn’t cause your
chemicals to evaporate too quickly.
A 15 to 20 minute jet cycle with the
cover open should help the efficiency of
the chemicals you are adding. It’s a
good idea to give the hot tub a couple
hours before you retest to see if your
chemicals have done the trick or if you
need to continue to readjust.
You should be changing the water in
your hot tub quarterly or more frequently if the hot tub is getting a heavy
bather load.
For your chemicals to be more efficient it is a good idea to shower or at
the very least rinse off before using a
hot tub if possible.
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Online Bill Payments When is the best time
to replace my liner?

This fall some banking institutions have
partnered up with Noventis to make credit
card payments to companies rather than
sending an online bill pay check. Depending
on which banking company you use if they
use the Noventis solution rather than sending
us a check through the mail Noventis calls us
with a credit card number that is good for 24
hours to pay your payment with. This system
is supposed to cut down on lost online bill
pay checks and identity protection for you.
Some of you may have received the payment
receipts in the mail from us that shows a different card number from any of your accounts. This is a layer of protection for you
from Noventis. We send out the receipts so
that you know the invoice was paid.

Chlorine Tablet
Shortages
The Biolab factory in Westlake, LA that produces the majority of consumer chlorine tablets caught fire as a result of Hurricane Laura.
The factory smoldered for 2 days before firefighters could completely put the blaze out!
How will this affect our industry? Many
other companies will be looking to replace the
chlorine tablets that were produced at that
plant from other manufacturers. Due to the
expected shortage our chemical company is
cutting out a couple of its mid range sizes of
buckets to make sure that they have enough
supply.
We have already been working on making
sure that we have chlorine tablets available for
our customers needs this coming pool season
and we are hoping that 2022 production will be
back up with demand and our mid range sizes
will be back in production.
Ask us about the EZ Pool chemical system.
This is a once weekly treatment that is copper
based and will cut down on the usage of chlorine tablets. For example a 15,000 gallon pool
will only use 2-3 chlorine tablets a week instead
of having a constant feed.

There are several factors that contribute
to when a liner is installed. The first is
air temperature. The air temperature
needs to be a consistent 65 degrees or
warmer for the vinyl to be pliable enough
to stretch into the pool. Second is the
actual weather itself. If we have had a lot
of rain then the water table under ground
rises and can cause ground water issues
when removing the liner. Once the water weight that is on the old liner is removed from the pool water can come up
through the pool floor and we are unable
to install the new liner until the water
table subsides. Some areas in our region
are very prone to ground water on a
regular basis. With ground water issues
we do recommend considering hauling at
least the first load of water for the pool
liner to set the bottom to try and prevent
wrinkling from water moving under the
liner. The third factor is time of year.
Beginning of the season tends to be rainy
and we run into the issues listed above.
End of the season in the fall is sometimes easier to install a new liner. The
weather is still warm enough and typically the weather is not as rainy as in the
spring and the hot, dry summer weather
has helped to lower the water table
somewhat.
Whether you replace your liner in the
spring or fall you would have to chemically treat the water so that doesn’t really
factor in to timing.
Vinyl prices typically increase at the
first of the year every year. If you think
you will need a liner in 2022 we would
suggest letting us know so we can come
out and get measurements for the liner
and we can send you a quote from those
measurements. Needing a liner for the
2021 pool season? Also contact us and
we will get out as quickly as the weather
will allow to get those measurements for
you. We already have liners lined up
from last fall so make sure and not miss
out on valuable swimming season waiting
for your new liner.

Aboveground Pool
Winter Cover Storage Tip
For those of us with aboveground pools we
have the yearly struggle of how do we store the
winter cover to get more life out of it. Here’s
our trick to help you extend the life of your
winter cover. When you get ready to open the
pool for the season clean your winter cover
well and then fold it up and put it in a large
garbage can with a lid. Fill the can and submerge the cover with water and add a bottle of
cover cleaner and a little bit of baking soda. I
know, I know sounds crazy right? Put my
cover in water? Here’s why it works. The
water will help to not only keep critters from
chewing holes in it but also it keeps the fibers
of the cover pliable so that they don’t dry out
and fray causing the cover to tear prematurely.

Need a new safety cover
for your in ground pool?
Is your safety cover (mesh or solid) wearing
out? Don’t throw that cover away! We can
send in your cover as a template to quote a
new cover that will have your straps in the
same spot so new anchors won’t need to be
installed. This saves both time and money.
We can pick up the cover or you can drop it
off at either store location. We ask that you
remove the springs prior to pick up or delivery.
We do recommend sending your cover in at
the beginning of the season and ordering early
that way you can beat the fall rush and won’t
have to wait for longer production times at the
manufacturer. With the demand of last year
we saw double and triple the normal wait times
and they anticipate that the supply chain will
not be back to normal time frames yet for
2021 as well.
Thinking of switching from a mesh to a solid
cover? If you have a smaller pool a solid cover
works well to keep all the fine particulates out
of the water and the water chemistry will be
better in the spring. With a larger pool we do
not recommend a solid cover due to the
weight.
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Do’s and Dont’s of Pool Openings
Do— Check filter sand before it gets wet for debris or
organic waste. Change at least every 3 years or sooner.
Sand is much easier to change at the beginning of the
season when it is dry.

Don’t—get water and debris from on top of the
winter cover into the pool, if you do chemicals can
cost double to clean.

Do— Remove all water and debris off the top of the
pool cover before trying to remove it.

Don’t—Bring uncirculated water into pool store for
testing. All tests will not be accurate.

Do– Lubricate pump lid gasket, tighten plugs, re-teflon
fittings if necessary and check for leaks.

Don’t—Put chlorine pucks or sticks in the skimmer
until the pool has been shocked and a chlorine
residual has been maintained. Putting pucks in
before shocking will make balancing water 2 to 10
times worse. You have to overcome the bacteria in
the water before using tablets to maintain chlorine.

Do- Brush pool walls and vacuum debris off bottom of
pool.
Do— Let filter run 12 to 24 hours before securing a pool
water sample to bring to the store for testing.
Do—Get your water sample for testing at elbow depth in
the pool and away from the returns.
Do—Let filter run continuously until clarity and water
balance is achieved.
Do—Adjust return into pool at a 45° angle down and to
the right for better circulation.

Don’t—Put any chemicals into pool before testing.

Don’t—Backwash or clean the filter until a 10#
pressure increase is noted on the pressure gauge or
flow slows down back to the pool. Pool filters work
at 100% when they are 60% dirty.
Don’t—Shock the pool unless the pH range is
between 7.2-7.4 and direct sunlight is off the pool.

